




 

From: Batiste Polina - from Jinepaller     11-24-2015 

 

To: The President and members of the United Nations Security Council; 

 

My dear man,  

 

It is well that I tell you that my life is not important anymore since the cholera swept over 

me.  It gave me diarrhea and vomiting.  I used to work the ground, but now I cannot do 

this anymore.  Presently, my body is always weak.  It is the “Ministha” they who give me 

cholera.  It you who know how much you are going to give for compensation for our loss, 

because of the cholera my life is finished.  I can’t do anything know for myself.  Dear 

man when I walk I fall down.  I can’t even walk to my garden, I can’t do anything 

anymore because I am dizzy, and the cholera made me deaf.  I have become weak and I 

have pain.  I am no longer what I use to be.  The cholera has left me with poor eyesight 

and I can’t eat well anymore.  My ability to think has left me, my mind is no good. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Se Batiste Polina 

 

Cc: Mr. Ban Ki Moon, General Secretary United Nation 

Cc: Mr. Evans Paul, Prime Minister of the Republic of Haiti 

 

 







 

From: Merie Isnack      11-24-2015 

 

To: The President and members of the United Nations Security Council 

 

My Dear man,  

 

It is well that I tell you that my life is not significant anymore since the cholera took me.  

I work for my child but since the cholera he has had severe diarrhea and he can’t get 

up…he can’t eat nor can I since the cholera came on us it gave us diarrhea and vomiting 

to the present.  We are weak all the time.  They “Ministha” they are the ones who gave us 

the cholera.  It is you yourselves that know how much you can five us for compensation 

for our losses.  My life is finished and I can’t do anything anymore.   My child has 

dizziness and his head hurts.  The cholera left him crippled and I am unable to work.  He 

can’t go to school anymore and it has left us with eye problems. I can’t do anything as 

well.  I tell you who are the masters the cholera has made me lose my mind. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Merie Isnack 

 

Cc: Mr. Ban Ki Moon, General Secretary United Nation 

Cc: Mr. Evans Paul, Prime Minister of the Republic of Haiti 

 







KO120/EO120:  

 

From: Kelouwa Ke Ae Pepin      11-24-2015 

 

To: The President and members of the United Nations Security Council; 

 

Since the cholera took m it make me have diarrhea and vomiting, it makes my head 

hurt…it destroyed my family and it make me so I can’t work and my children can’t go to 

school or eat because of the cholera.  Ir ia rhw “Miniasha” thye give me the cholera.  We 

ask that “Ministha” indemnify us (what are you gong to do to make compensation for our 

losses), you yourselfs know it was you who gave us the cholera.  We write this letter to 

you – respond yourselves!   

 

Mesi 

 

Kelouwa Ke Ae 







KO121/EO121 

 

From: Guesnel Remi Fongarion     11-24-2015 

 

To: The President and members of the United Nations Security Council; 

 

When I was in cholera it made me vomit and it gave me diarrhea.  I made me dizzy and it 

made it so that I could no longer work and it made is so others could not go to school.  

 

I ask you as it is the “Minis…” they gave us the sickness, I ask for indemnity 

(recompense us for our losses). 

 

Signed 

 

Guesnel Remi Fongarion which sends this letter… 

 







 

Date:  11/28/2015 

From: FILE, YVON 

To: President & Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Complaint 

It is indeed a great day. For, I have this opportunity to address by letter the 

President and Members of the UN Security Council. I take pleasure to greet you 

all. 

My name is YVON FILE. My National Identification File (NIF)  06-06 99 1985-

03 00036. My address is as follows: 

 Wondo, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

I was one of the people who fell victim to the Cholera epidemic, December 26, 

2013. I had the following symptoms: Diarrhea, vomiting, stomach ache, nausea. 

To that end, I'm asking for the President and the members of the United Nations to 

compensate me for the Cholera contamination caused by MINUSTAH 

 

SIGNATURE: Forensic Imprint   

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

K K Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto, Republic of Haiti 

 

 







November 26, 2015 

From: PIERRE, ROSEMANIA 

To: President & Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Complaint 

It is indeed a great day. For, I have this opportunity to address by letter the 

President and Members of the UN Security Council. I take pleasure to greet you 

all. 

My name is PIERRE, ROSEMANIA.  I am 35 years old. My National 

Identification File (NIF) 06-06 99 1980-06 00016. My address is as follows: 

 Bienplase, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

I was one of the people who fell victim to the Cholera epidemic, December 26, 

2013. This disease was particularly troublesome in light of the fact I was 6 months 

pregnant I had the following symptoms: Diarrhea, vomiting, fainting, nausea, 

feeling the baby was unsettled inside me going up and down my belly. 

Luckily the ambulance came and God in heaven saved me. 

Toward that end, I'm asking for the President and the members of the United 

Nations to compensate me for the Cholera contamination caused by MINUSTAH. 

Unless adequate measures are taken, I will press on in my grievances and protests 

in front the US embassy to see that my human rights and those of the people of 

Haiti are respected. 

 

SIGNATURE: Pierre Rosemania   

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto of Haiti 







November 27, 2015 

From: LAROCHE, LO RENE 

To: President & Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Complaint 

It is indeed a great day. For, I have this opportunity to address by letter the 

President and Members of the UN Security Council. I take pleasure to greet you 

all. 

My name is LAROCHE, LO RENE.  My National Identification File (NIF) 06-07 

99 1955-09 00041. My address is as follows: 

 Bienplase, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

I was one of the people who fell victim to the Cholera epidemic, 22 February, 

2011. I had the following symptoms: severe stomach cramps, my whole body 

stiffening, diarrhea, dehydration. 

Luckily the ambulance came and God in heaven saved me. 

Toward that end, I'm asking for the President and the members of the United 

Nations to compensate me for the Cholera contamination caused by MINUSTAH. 

I will go on make my grievances heard until my rights have been upheld. 

 

SIGNATURE: LAROCHE, LO RENE 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto of Haiti 







 

November 28, 2015 

From: BANNAD PIERINE 

To: President & Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Complaint 

It is indeed a great day. For, I have this opportunity to address by letter the 

President and Members of the UN Security Council. I take pleasure to greet you 

all. 

My name is BANNAD PIERINE. I’m 58 years old.  My National Identification 

File (NIF) 05 09 57 12 000 271. My address is as follows: 

 Zone Montas, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

I was one of the people who fell victim to the Cholera epidemic, 20 February, 

2011. I had the following symptoms: severe stomach cramps, my whole body 

stiffening, diarrhea, dehydration. 

Toward that end, I'm asking for the President and the members of the United 

Nations to compensate me for the Cholera contamination caused by MINUSTAH. 

I will go on make my grievances heard until my rights have been upheld. 

 

SIGNATURE:  BANNAD, PIERRINE 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

K K Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto. 

 

  







November 28, 2015 

From: JEAN, ADELINE 

To: President & Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

I greet you all on behalf my country. Congratulations for job well done as you 

strive to give justice and compensation that they deserve to all victims of cholera, 

and in accordance with Haiti’s laws and International Human Right Convention. 

My name is JEAN ADELINE. I’m 38 years old.  I was brought to the nearest 

Cholera Emergency Center where I suffered a great deal of the symptoms 

associated with cholera: severe stomach cramps, my whole body stiffening, 

diarrhea, dehydration. God saved my life. But I lost all my strength and became 

disabled. 

 Zone Montas, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

Toward that end, I'm asking for the President and the members of the United 

Nations to compensate me for the Cholera contamination caused by MINUSTAH. 

I will go on make my grievances heard until my rights have been upheld. 

 

SIGNATURE:  JEAN ADELINE 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto. 

 

    







November 28, 2015 

From: DECENAT MONISE 

To: President & Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

I greet you all on behalf my country. Congratulations for job well done as you 

strive to give justice and compensation that they deserve to all victims of cholera, 

and in accordance with Haiti’s laws and International Human Right Convention. 

My name is DECENAT MOISE. I’m 49 years old. My National Identification 

Number (NIF) 06 06 99 1969 I2- 00056. I got struck by cholera on January 25, 

2011 

They transported me to the Hospital in Mirebalais. I suffered a great of pain and 

humiliation. I spent 3 whole days in the hospital with non-stop diarrhea, my joints 

and every part in my body weakened by the cholera disease, Even after I’ve 

recovered I am still weak.  God saved my life. But I lost all my strength and am 

basically disabled. 

 Zone Dibison, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

I am hoping to get a positive response from you in the form of compensation for 

my all suffering. 

I also want to thank the UN Security Council to help me find reparation for this 

debilitating medical condition. 

 

SIGNATURE:  DECENAT MOISE 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto. 







November 24, 2015 

From: ROMAIN, CASSAGNOL 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

I greet you In the name of the Great Architect and on behalf my country. 

Congratulations to you and your team for job well done.  

My name is ROMAIN CASSAGNOL. I’m 85 years old. My National 

Identification Number (NIF) 06 05 99 1930 I2- 000056.  

They transported me to the Hospital in Mirebalais. I too became contaminated with 

the poison caused by the Nepalese military contingent. I got struck by cholera on 

July 2014. I was transported to the hospital Mirebalais where I spent 3 days of 

intense suffering from vomiting, muscle plain, headaches. 

My place of residence is as follows: 

 Kafou Sodo, Section 2 Lasel, Commune Sodo 

As ambassador and General Secretary in charge of the United Nations, your 

institution works in the promotion for human rights and dignity for all without 

discrimination. I ask therefore that you help me find justice and due compensation. 

SIGNATURE:  CASSAGNOL ROMAIN 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto. 

     

 







November 24, 2015 

From: DEZI MARIE KLE EREZ 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

I greet as well as congratulate you for your commitment to Haiti’s good cause. 

May God bless you and give health and happiness so you can persevere in the great 

work that you’re doing.  

My name is DEZI MARI KLE ERZ. I just turned 18 and forced to drop out of 

school as a result of contracting Cholera. 

Even though I was brought over to the emergency center where I got treatment. I 

still haven’t fully recovered. I’m still struggling with many issues physically. 

I scream for justice, justice, justice and compensation which goes along with it. 

Thank you in advance for all your consideration 

SIGNATURE:  DEZI MARI KLE EREZ 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister de facto. 

 

   

 







 

November 24, 2015 

From: DEZI FELIK 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

I cheer you in the name of the Lord who reigns over humanity. What a great job 

that you do, and undoubtedly will keep on doing. You’re help Haitians breathe a 

little easier everyday even though they are suffering tremendously. 

My name is DEZI FELIK. My address is as follows: 

 In the locality of Polikap, Section Koup Madigra, Commune of Sodo 

The Cholera disease struck me back in year 2013. After I received treatment at the 

Sodo Community Health clinic, my life was saved but could never really get back 

on my feet. I’m no longer the same way I was before. No longer able to tend for 

myself and my seven (7) children, mind you. 

In this particular mindset, I am claiming justice and compensation, confident that 

you will give the utmost consideration to that claim. 

SIGNATURE:  DEZI FELIK 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister  

 

    

 







November 24, 2015 

From: CATHERINE ELANA PIERRE-LOUIS 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

In the name of God from whom all glory manifest. May he continue to guide you 

in earnest of the role that you play in my country’ salvation. 

My name is CATHERINE ELANA PIERRE-LOUIS. My address is as follows: 

 In the locality of Polikap, Section Koup Madigra, Commune of Sodo 

The Cholera disease almost killed me back in the year 2013. I would have left 

seven children orphans to fend for themselves, Thank goodness they got me in 

time and carried me on a stretcher to the nearest medical clinic. After I received 

treatment at the Sodo Community Health clinic, my life was saved but I could 

never really get back on my feet. I’m no longer able to work as before. No longer 

able to tend for myself and my seven (7) children without welfare. 

I am claiming justice and compensation, I count on it. My National Identification 

Number (NIF) 0606 99-1962 00024 

SIGNATURE:  CATHERINE ELANA PIERRE-LOUIS 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister  

 

  



2   
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November 25, 2015 

From: MAXIME MONJERA 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

I salute you all on behalf my country for the work you’ve done and what’s ahead in 

the struggle to help cholera victims find justice and compensation, in accordance 

with Haiti’s laws and international conventions on human rights. My name is 

MONJERA, MAXIME, 77 years old. I stay: 

 Grospye, 1st Section Rivye Kano, Commune of Sodo 

I got struck by cholera back on May 27, 2013. I was rushed to the medical clinic in 

Sodo under tremendous pain, vomiting, stomach cramp and diarrhea.  Cholera is a 

deadly poison that was in my stomach almost sent me to the place “no hats 

allowed”. For God sake and in doctors’ care, I survived it but no less debilitated as 

it left me weakened drastically. 

I am claiming justice against cholera and compensation, Thank you Mr. Ban Ki-

moon. 

SIGNATURE MAXIME MONJERA 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister  

 

 







November 25, 2015 

From: MICHOU CHAL 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

July 2011, I heard people talk about Cholera. Never heard of it before. 

All of a sudden one night I lost my vision, my hearing, diarrhea non-stop, vomiting 

and so on. I was so weak, could only lay by a mango tree in my backyard. People 

were passing by, I could see them but didn’t have strength to call for help. 

Only as they realize what seemed obvious, they rushed me in to the medical center. 

The beast was so devastating I was left no mercy. The medical staff saved me from 

the beast. 

I’ll be upfront with you. It took a hell of a lot of orally fed serum to get me from 

trespassing. You can imagine how painful that was. 

  

SIGNATURE MICHOU CHAL 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

 

  



2   
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Date:  11/24/2015 

Reference Letter E-0175 

Name: LOUISSAINT MIOLOVE 

TO: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

Nowadays, shedding much tears to be able to invoke to you the kind of suffering cholera caused 

me in this here country of Haiti. 

This epidemic, no one will likely forget on earth because it was so acutely dangerous. It has 

nothing to do whether or not you weak or strong, big or small, indiscriminately all human beings 

go through it. 

When the epidemic hit me a while back, it almost tear me apart as much for the vomiting, the 

diarrhea and bone breaking spasms. It also cause me loss of memory. Because of that, I can’t 

even study anymore. 

I’m confounded deeply by that and hence why I’m writing to get compensated. As far as I was 

living normally before this hit me. 

 FORENSIC IMPRINT 

SIGNATURE LOUISSAINT MIOLOVE 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

 

  



2   
 

      

  







Date:  11/24/2015 

Reference Letter E-0176 

Name: JOSEPH BERTHONY 

TO: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

Sickness never cease in the life of Christians. But there are sicknesses when you catch them, 

it’s as though life doesn’t want you. Especially, for cholera. 

This epidemic of cholera is so malignant, it’s everyone consternation where in life did it come 

from? When I was contaminated by this sickness I didn’t feel normal at all, vomiting, diarrhea 

and I couldn’t stand still neither I could walk. Until this day, it made me handicap so much so I 

can no longer tend to my garden or even do the chores like going to the local market. 

I am totally useless and it’s as though this epidemic turn me into a complete parasite. This is 

principally why I am writing to see what in this sense you can do for me. 

  

SIGNATURE JOSEPH BERTHONY 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

 

  



2   
 

      

 

 

REFERENCE E0176 
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Date:  11/24/2015 

Reference Letter E-0177 

Name: ALINE JOSEPH 

TO: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

Cholera gives me all different illnesses like vomiting, diarrhea, body ache, loss of hearing, 

general weakening of body muscles. It gives anorexia and other form of eating disorders, I lost 

the will to work and take care of my children even send them to school as I used to. 

Inability to do strenuous activities, also reduce my speech capacity tremendously. It’s hard to 

hear as much as it is to talk. 

Since it’s the fault of MINUSTAH I now have diarrhea. It’s their obligation to compensate me. I 

am at a stage where I defecate and vomiting on people due to the cholera disease. 

Thank you for your understanding whatever consideration that’s worth. 

 

SIGNATURE ALINE JOSEPH 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

 

  



2   
 

      

  







November 24, 2015 

From: MICHEL ROSEMARIE 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

With sadness I witnessed what devastation Cholera has done to my brothers and 

sisters. Nobody knows where this illness came from. It’s a real opportunity for me 

to vent off what I personally went through right this moment as another victim of 

Cholera. 

It is the kind of illness when it falls upon you it does not make any difference if 

you big or small, pretty or old. I too fell prey to this disease and it made unable to 

walk, vomiting, diarrhea, etc. I lost my consciousness, couldn’t recognize people 

and most of all left me handicapped.  

Simply because all activities I had going for me, like I used to take care of my 

children, feed them, send them to school. All that came to a halt. My kids dropped 

out of school because I could not do anything like I used to before. Not even 

working in my farm. 

I address you in order to see what you can do for me in terms of compensation. 

Since I am alive, I never have seen anything as drastic as this disease. 

 

SIGNATURE MICHEL ROSEMARIE 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

 







 

November 24, 2015 

From: PIERRE TILINTO 

To: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

To tell it to you right, it’s as if my life lost its meaning as it made me incapable of 

fending for myself, my wife to care for and my children to feed. 

When Cholera hit me, diarrhea, vomiting, body ache, nausea, loss of 

consciousness. All I know, it’s the MINUSTAH that caused me to be like this 

where my life is meaningless. I hope you will take that into consideration  

Thank you very much. 

 

SIGNATURE PIERRE TILINTO 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

 

 







 

Date:  11/24/2015 

Reference Letter E-0181 

Name: DORLEAN OLEMY 

TO: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

With tears in my eyes, I jump on the occasion to drop down a few lines to tell you the impact 

Cholera had personally on me when I caught it 

You see how this disease hits the area, it does not discriminate between rich and poor. When I 

became contaminated, was in the middle of a market area. It had every symptoms like diarrhea, 

vomiting, body aches, nausea and dizziness. I felt really deprived afterwards I was discriminated 

in the society just like a handicap. 

The purpose of me writing you is to seek your help to get me compensated. 

Thank you very much. 

 

  

 

 

SIGNATURE DORLEAN OLEMY 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 
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Date:  11/24/2015 

Reference Letter E-0182 

Name: LOUISSAINT MIOLIE 

TO: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

Today, it’s with deep sadness I jot down these few lines to tell you exactly what impact Cholera 

has had on my life. 

When this epidemic came, everyone in my hometown got hit. Its gruesome quality is that it does 

harm without making differences between rich, poor, big, small, pretty or old. It devastates 

everyone equally leaving a profound feeling of void. I felt terrible, vomiting, nausea, diarrhea, 

lost consciousness. People, I could no longer recognize neither they did themselves. I was also 

subject to negative stigmatization as a result. 

Long after the immediate symptoms had subsided, there were sequels affecting me until today 

being I am unable to pursue my studies, having difficulties retaining my lessons at school. 

It’s with that sense of urgency I appeal to you because my community is in dire need for your 

assistance as we’re all faced with the same problem of physical and emotional handicap. 

 

  

 

SIGNATURE DORLEAN OLEMY 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

     

REFERENCE E0182 

LOUISSAINT, MIOLIE 
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Date:  11/24/2015 

Reference Letter E-0182 

Name: LOUISSAINT KESNER 

TO: President& Members of the UN Security Council 

 RE: Demand for Justice and Compensation 

 

Excellences, 

Today, it’s with tears in my eyes I jot these lines to tell you what horrific things cholera did to me 

and how it impacted my life in this country called Haiti. 

This epidemic, no one will forget ever on this earth  the way it dehumanize you no matter how 

big you thought you were. As for me, it felt like I was in shackles unable to do my most 

instinctive necessities. I had diarrhea, vomiting, I passed out in my house and regained 

consciousness in a hospital hall. It paralyzed every joint in my body. Until this day, I am unable 

to regain prior strength level to return back to work. 

I have been deeply scarred and sit around all day long living the sequels just like a handicap. I 

write to you because I have no place to turn. This epidemic dropped me all the way down to 

zero. 

 

   

 

SIGNATURE DORLEAN OLEMY 

CC: Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, UN 



2   
 

C.C Evans Paul, Prime Minister De Facto 

     

 

 

REFERENCE E0183 

LOUISSAINT, KESNER 
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